Win A Book Editing Package
Give your book the best chance of success

Proof Edit Me is excited to announce the launch of their new competition to win a Book Editing Package. The competition is open to new authors and
one lucky winner will win a Book Editing Package including:

Structural

Editing – We will evaluate the elements of your story

including the plot, characters, setting, chapter layout etc. We will

feedback and suggestions for improvement. If you decide to make
Copy

provide

any changes, we will review any rewrites.

Editing - We will copy edit your manuscript to review the

style, layout, flow and consistency of your story. We may make suggestions

to improve the flow and readability.
Proofreading

- We will read each word, sentence and paragraph

also check page and chapter numbering, and formatting of text,
Publishing

Ready - We will help you get your book ready for

for traditional publishing or digital publishing. It may include
etc.

individually to check for grammar, punctuation and spelling errors. We

will

headings and page layout.
publishing. This may include formatting your book into an acceptable

helping you write the prelims for your book e.g. copyright page, title page,

format
foreword

ENTER ONLINE at http://www.proofeditme.com/editing/win-a-book-editing-package. Competition closes 30th September 2014.

Proof Edit Me understands the financial challenges facing new authors. They are also very aware of the decline in quality of published books, both
print and digital, and the effect this is having on the industry. Proof Edit Me plan to make the competition an annual event.
“We are passionate about helping Australian authors be the best they can be. We are also passionate about maintaining standards in the English
language and teaching our future generations good language skills. We want to help new authors and writers produce the best possible manuscript
and give their book the best chance of success.”
Proof Edit Me has a passion to help people from all walks of life to get the possible results from their writing at an affordable cost and within a
reasonable timeframe.
Visit www.proofeditme.com to enter the competition and read the full terms and conditions.
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